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Abstract

Spatially-explicit population models allow a link between demography and the landscape. We developed a spatially-explicit
simulation model for the red-cockaded woodpecker, Picoidesborealis, an endangered and territorial cooperative breeder endemic to
the southeastern United States. This kind of model is especially appropriate for this species because it can incorporate the spatial
constraints on dispersal of helpers, and because territory locations are predictable. The model combines demographic data from a
long-term study with a description of the spatial location of territories. Sensitivity analysis of demographic parameters revealed that
population stability was most sensitive to changes in female breeder mortality, mortality of female dispersers and the number of
fledglings produced per brood. Population behavior was insensitive to initial stage distribution; reducing the initial number of birds
by one-half had a negligible effect. Most importantly, we found that the spatial distribution of territories had as strong an effect on
response to demographic stoehasticity as territory number. Populations were stable when territories were highly aggregated, with as
few as 49 territories. When territories were highly dispersed, more than 169 territories were required to achieve stability. Model
results indicate the importance of considering the spatial distribution of territories in management plans, and suggest that this
approach is worthy of further development. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Red-cockaded woodpecker; Individual-based model; Spatially-explicit model; Territory number; Territory distribution; Population
dynamics

1. hltrodaction
The red-cockaded woodpecker Picoides borealis is an
endangered bird endemic to mature pine forests of the
southeastern United States (USFWS, 1985; Waiters,
1990; Jackson, 1994). Part of the planning process for
recovering endangered species is to define the size that
populations must attain to be considered viable; that is,
to have a high probability of persisting over a reasonable
time period (Gilpin and Soul6, 1986). Populations face
four threats to their persistence: demographic stochasticity, environmental uncertainty, natural catastrophes
and genetic uncertainty (Shaffer, 1981, 1987).
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The recovery plan for the red-cockaded woodpecker
specifically addresses two of these threats. First, the
threat of catastrophe is reduced by requiring a large
number of populations spread widely over the region
(USFWS, 1985). Thus individual populations may be
vulnerable to catastrophe, as evidenced by the devastation wrought on the population in the Francis Marion
National Forest by Hurricane Hugo (Hooper et al.,
1990), but the species as a whole has reduced risk
because it is spatially dispersed. Second, in the recovery
plan, the population size required for viability in the
face of uncertainties other than catastrophe is determined solely by genetic criteria (USFWS, 1985). A
population is considered viable if it is large enough to
avoid loss of genetic variation through genetic drift.
Demographic stochasticity and environmental uncertainty are not considered, except as they affect effective
population size. Defining minimum viable population
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size using genetic criteria is notoriously imprecise
(Lande, 1988), and the methodology used in the recovery plan to estimate rate of loss of genetic variation is
too simplistic (Reed et al., 1993). However, even population size standards based on more accurate, complex
methods of estimating rate of loss of genetic variation
(Reed et al., 1993) are suspect because of the imprecision of the genetic approach. For this reason, minimum
viable population size standards are usually determined
through demographic modeling that incorporates both
demographic and environmental stochasticity (Shaffer,
1983). Demographic and environmental stochasticity
may pose a greater or lesser threat to population viability than loss of genetic variability, depending on the
species (Lande, 1995). Because of this, and because the
two threats are addressed in different ways and may
interact, both genetic and demographic analyses are
necessary.
Demographic modeling has not been used to define
minimum viable population size for the red-cockaded
woodpecker because the biology of the species is too
complex to be accurately modeled using standard techniques such as the Leslie matrix (Shaffer, 1983). The
species is a cooperative breeder, in which many young
birds, especially males, remain on their natal territories
as non-breeding helpers for a few to many years, assisting the breeding pair in raising young and defending the
territory (Waiters et al., 1988; Waiters, 1990). Helpers
may eventually become breeders by inheriting the natal
territory or by moving to a nearby territory to fill a
breeding vacancy, and thus act to reduce the impact of
breeder mortality on population dynamics. These complexities can be handled to some extent by stage-based
matrix models (Caswell, 1989; McDonald and Caswell,
1992; Heppell et al., 1994; Maguire et al., 1995). However, such models do not incorporate critically important spatial dynamics of the system resulting from
helpers filling breeding vacancies only on or very near
their natal territory. Also, because the birds excavate
cavities for nesting and roosting only in living pine trees,
and because only old trees (typically 80-100 yr or older)
contain sufficient heartwood to support a cavity, the
distribution of territories is spatially constrained by the
location of old trees. A stage-based matrix model can be
used to gain insight into population dynamics and sensitivity of certain vital rates (Heppell et al., 1994;
Maguire et al., 1995), but not to accurately portray
changes in the size of actual populations over time.
Recently, population models that track the performance and fate of individual organisms have become
more frequently used (Burkey, 1989; DeAngelis and
Gross, 1992; Judson, 1994). Spatially-explicit, individual-based models are capable of portraying the complex life history and spatial dynamics characteristic of
red-cockaded woodpeckers. The purpose of this paper is
to introduce an individual-based, spatially-explicit

model that incorporates the complex population
dynamics of the red-cockaded woodpecker, and thus is
a suitable basis for demographic modeling of population viability. Here we assess the effect of demographic
stochasticity on population stability as a function of
territory number and distribution to evaluate the
importance of considering spatial features of population
dynamics. Specifically, we (1) evaluate the effects of
initial model conditions, (2) identify critical life history
components with sensitivity analysis and (3) evaluate
effects of territory number and spatial distribution on
population dynamics and territory use by red-cockaded
woodpeckers.

1.1. Spatially-explicit, individual-based models
Individual-based models (IBMs) have several advantages over traditional, aggregate population models
including description of population traits with distributions rather than mean values, explicit representation of
individual performance and local interactions, and a
mechanistic rather than a descriptive approach to modeling (DeAngelis and Rose, 1992). IBMs are appealing
because they simulate the life of individual organisms the scale at which population dynamics are determined.
Characteristics of individual survivors are summed to
derive population dynamics. However, for configuration
and testing, IBMs often require extensive data collected
at the appropriate level of resolution, that of the individual. When data are sufficient, IBMs will be particularly
useful for modeling small populations with complicated
life histories that inhabit spatially heterogeneous environments (DeAngelis and Rose, 1992; Murdoch et al.,
1992).
Spatial heterogeneity of resources can have dramatic
effects on population dynamics (Kareiva, 1990; Levin,
1994), mainly because all individuals do not have identical access to resources. Because individuals are modeled explicitly in IBMs, it is relatively straightforward to
place individual organisms into a spatially heterogeneous landscape. Spatially-explicit models require
determining (1) the scale and level of resolution of the
landscape and habitat; (2) the level of resolution for
describing the locations of individuals; and (3) how the
individuals move across the habitat (Dunning et al., 1995).
Many spatially-explicit models adopt a fixed 'grain'
(or smallest patch size) and each individual patch is
assumed to be homogeneous. These models are often
constructed as grids of square or hexagonal cells with
rules for movement between adjacent cells (Pulliam et
al., 1992; McKelvey et al., 1993). Grain size is selected a
priori based on the biology and scaling trade-offs
between home range or territory size and dispersal
dynamics. Choice of the fixed 'grain' size and spatial
extent of the model can constrain 'scaling up' the model
to larger areas or modifying the model for other species
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(Turner et al., 1995). In the model presented later, territories can be distributed in a variety of spatial patterns, territory size can vary with territory density in the
landscape and movement rules allow movements
beyond the nearest cell in each time-step.
One difficulty with spatially-explicit, individual-based
models is the amount of data required for parameter
estimation (Murdoch et al., 1992; Conroy et al., 1995).
Fortunately, extensive, detailed demographic data are
available for the red-cockaded woodpecker (waiters et
al., 1988; Waiters, 1990). These data drove construction
of the model, and to a large extent dictated its structure.

invariably remains a breeder on that territory until he
dies (Fig. 1).
The red-cockaded woodpecker data include over 1000
records of dispersal events (Waiters et al., 1988; Waiters, 1990). These data indicate that individuals of both
sexes dispersing in their first year may move short to
very long distances. Helpers move only short distances,
typically no more than two territories away from their
natal territory. Female breeders that switch groups
usually move only short distances as well, but occasionally they may move long distances.

2.2. Model description
2. Methods

2.1. Study population
The data used to construct the model were derived
from studies of the red-cockaded woodpecker population located in the Sandhills of North Carolina. The
data were obtained by monitoring over 200 groups of
color-marked birds for 15 yr (1980-1994) (Carter et al.,
1983; Waiters et al., 1988). Each year, the members of
each group were individually identified and their status
(e.g. floater, breeder, helper; see later) determined.
Reproduction was monitored, culminating in identification of all individual young that were fledged by
each group. Methods are described in detail in Walters
et al. (1988).
The data obtained include age-specific survival and
fecundity for all status classes of individuals, and annual
probabilities of transition between status classes. The
status classes are the key state variables in the model,
which included both females and males. Female fledglings that survive may disperse to become breeders or
floaters (i.e. individuals that belong to no territorial
group) at age one, but only rarely remain with their
natal group as helpers (Fig. 1). Floaters may become
breeders at subsequent ages. Generally females, once
they become breeders, remain breeders until they die,
although they occasionally lose their breeding position
and become floaters temporarily (Fig. 1). Female breeders regularly disperse from one group to another, for
example when their mate dies and their son inherits
the position of male breeder (Waiters et al., 1988;
Waiters, 1990).
Male fledglings that survive often remain as helpers
on their natal territory, but they may also disperse to
become floaters, breeders or solitary males (i.e. males
with a territory but no mate) at age one (Fig. 1). Floaters and solitary males may become breeders at subsequent ages. Helpers may become breeders by either
inheriting the natal territory or dispersing to a nearby
one, but they often remain as helpers for several years
(Fig. 1). Once a male becomes a breeder he almost

The model is an individual-based, spatially-explicit
simulation with which we track the life of each bird as it
interacts with other birds in the population and
responds to the landscape. Here we use the model to
simulate the dynamics of a single population. The
model has a seasonal time step (3 months) and is configured for both males and females, which have different
life histories (see earlier). Depending on age and whether individuals have found a breeding site (territory),
they will be either fledglings, dispersers (floaters), breeders or, for males only, helpers or solitary. Transitions
between these states depend on local availability and
state of territories and on competitive ability of individual birds (see later). Reproduction and mortality are
based on the age- and status-dependent relationships
and transition probabilities described earlier.
The landscape in the model consists of breeding territories and non-breeding space that the birds must
cross to find territories (Fig. 2). Territory locations are
fixed, because in red-cockaded woodpeckers, territories
are centered on clusters of cavities constructed in live
pines, which take, on average, 6 yr to construct (Conner
and Rudolph, 1995) and can be used for decades.
Population dynamics consist primarily of turnover of
individuals on existing territories, and occasional abandonment and reoccupation of these territories (Doerr et
al., 1989). In the model, territories are circles with fixed
x-y coordinates. The actual diameter of each territory
depends on surrounding territories and ranges between
a preselected minimum and maximum (see later). If a
territory remains unoccupied for more than five consecutive years, the territory is removed from the landscape. This reflects observed behavior; presumably
cavities within territories that remain unoccupied
become unsuitable over time, and thus so do the territories (Copeyon et al., 1991). For the analyses described
in this paper, new territories are not created (although
in nature they are established at a low rate, Waiters,
1990; Waiters et al., 1992) and we do not specify habitat
quality. In order to focus on effects of spatial distribution of territories, we treated territories as homogeneous
and constant in quality.
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Fig, 1, Model flowchart. Transition probabilities (p) are annual.

2.3. Model structure and behavior
2.3.1. The landscape
For each model run, the landscape contained a predetermined number and density of territories, arranged
according to a predetermined level of clumping, located
in an arbitrarily-sized study area 32x24 km. The territories were added as circles that ranged in radius from
0.3km to a maximum radius of 0.5 km, with the final
size dependent on territory density. This was accomplished by first adding the minimum-sized circles to the
landscape and then growing the territories to their
maximum size, unless territories contacted each other.
This had the effect of making isolated territories larger
than those more tightly packed territories, thereby

simulating the observed use of space. This feature is not
essential and does not impact simulated population
behavior, but is useful in measuring dispersal behavior
and facilitates adding the process of territorial budding
(Hooper, 1983) to the model. The minimum radius used
suffices to avoid effects of density on demography
within territories. During simulations, the locations of
dispersing birds were updated with each timestep as the
bird's area of activity moved across the landscape, but
the locations of birds atFaliated with a given territory
were considered to be the center of that territory.
For most runs we used either a nominal or extreme
level of clumping. The nominal ease consisted of 169
territories with moderate clumping ( k = 2 5 % of maximum k, see later). The extreme case consisted of 25
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Dispersing Bird's Search Area

2.3.3. Model parameters

Territories

@

Fig. 2. Search pattern of a dispersing bird. Birds search for vacancies
in territories that intersect the search area.

territories with minimum clumping (randomly distributed on x-y axes). For one set of runs, however, we
varied the spatial distribution of territories between
random and completely clumped using the k parameter
of the negative binomial distribution to generate x, y
territory centers. The levels of aggregation for different
numbers of territories (25-750) were chosen to range
between extremes, with the greatest aggregation created
by concentrating all the territories in one dense patch,
and the minimum aggregation created by randomly
locating the territories throughout the landscape. Once
the extreme levels of dumping were established for a
representative territory distribution for each number of
territories, the k value was measured, for each, by overlaying a grid, 4 km to a side, over the landscape, counting the territory centers in each cell, and using a
maximum likelihood estimate (Bliss and Fisher, 1953)
on the resulting frequency distribution. To create intermediate levels of clumping between the extremes, k
values were selected at 25% and 50% of the distance
between log kmin and log kmax. Spatial distributions of
territories were generated from those k values.

The parameters used in the model are listed in the
Appendix. The values were derived from empirical data
discussed earlier (Fig. I). Transitional probabilities
between status classes are model output determined by
the interaction between mortality rates and dispersal
behavior, except that the proportion of male fledglings
dispersing was set to the empirically observed value, and
rare transitions were not allowed. Examples of rare
transitions include the dispersal of males to become
helpers in non-natal groups and retention of females on
the natal territory as helpers.
The status classes and transitions included in the
model are all essential to depicting population dynamics. For reproduction, however, we included as many
parameters as the existing data permitted in order to
incorporate demographic stochasticity to the maximum
extent possible. For most other purposes, fecundity can
be expressed simply as the mean and variance in fledglings produced per breeding pair with a modifying
helper effect. Here fecundity of a breeding pair depended on the male's age, the female's age and the number
of helpers on the territory, and was divided into four
stages: (1) probability of attempting to breed; (2) probability of nest failure; (3) number of fledglings produced
if successful; and (4) probability of renest after initial
nest failure. All probabilities were compared to a deviate from a random uniform distribution [0,1]. The
probability of attempting to breed was a negative exponential function based only on the female's age (Agef,
N = 1172, d.f. = 1, p < 0.0005)
Pattempt :

(1)

1 - e -a'Agef

Nest failure and fledglings produced were negative
exponential functions of the breeders' ages (male
age=Agem) and the number of helpers (NUMh).
Because of the categorical nature of nest failure, a form
of logistic regression was used to generate its probability
(maximum likelihood chi-square = 33.47, N = 617,
d.f. =3, p < 0.00001)

2.3.2. Initial conditions

Unless otherwise specified, all of the runs used the
same average initial conditions applied randomly to
each territory: all the territories had a 90% chance of
beginning with a breeding pair, territories without a
breeding pair contained a solitary male. A number of
helpers equal to half the number of territories was
added randomly to the territories, so that about onehalf of the territories had no helpers, and a few had
more than one. The ages of the birds were also random,
but designed to reproduce the age distribution of birds
observed in the study population in 1991, a typical year
(Waiters et al., unpublished data). No dispersing birds
or fledglings were present initially, so all dispersal and
reproduction was an emergent property of the model.

ebo+b~.e -Agem +b.ze-Agef+b3e-N~h

PNestSuccess - - 1 + e bO+bl'e-Agem+b2e-Agef+bve-Numh

(2)

If the nest did not fail, the mean number of fledglings
(Numn) was calculated (F(3,463) = 34.3, p < 0.00001) as

Numfl =

b4 +

b5"e -Agem

+ b6 .e -Agef + b 7 . N U m h

(3)

and depended on male and female breeder ages and on
the number of helpers. To reflect natural variation in
the population, Numn was used as the mean of a normal
distribution with a standard deviation estimated from
actual data (0.65) to generate the realized number
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fledged. If Numn generated from the normal distribution was less than one, contradicting the success of the
nest, another random deviate was generated to calculate
a new Num~.
If the nest failed, the renesting probability (0.319),
compared to a uniform random deviate [0,1], determined whether a second nesting attempt occurred. If
renesting occurred, the process described earlier was
repeated.
Dispersal patterns mimicked well-documented patterns in the study population (Waiters et al., 1988).
Some male and all female fledglings dispersed from their
natal territory during one of the last three seasons of
their first year. Female dispersers that did not die and
did not find a solitary male on a territory remained
floaters and continued to follow disperser rules (see
later). Female dispersers could become breeders in their
first year, and thus produce young at age 1 if they competed successfully for an available territory, but they
were the poorest competitors (see later). Females
remained dispersers until they became a breeder by
competing successfully for a solitary male on a territory
(thereby becoming a breeder), died, or left the population. An individual female breeder also dispersed and
became a floater to avoid incest, but only when her mate
died and her son or father occupied the vacancy (see
Waiters et al., 1988).
After hatching, a proportion of males remained on
the natal territory, and became helpers if they did not
die during the first year. The remaining males dispersed,
and became floaters until they successfully competed for
a male breeding vacancy or for an unoccupied territory.
If there was a choice, a male floater competed for a territory occupied by a female to become a breeder before
competing for a vacant territory to become a solitary
male. Helpers remained helpers until they died, until
they successfully competed for a breeding vacancy in
their vicinity, or until both breeders died, leaving the
helper as a solitary male. Helpers, unlike floaters, did
not compete for unoccupied territories, but only for those
containing females. Preferences of floaters for territories
with females, and of helpers for occupied territories, are
assumed rather than derived from observations.

2.3.4. Movement and territory competition
Each disperser traveled in a random initial direction
(0o-360 °) from the center of the natal territory. An
individual continued to move in the same direction each
time step until it died, successfully competed for a
vacancy on a territory, or its movement took it beyond
the boundary of the study area. In the last case, individuals were considered emigrants, and were lost to the
population. We used a consistent dispersal direction
because in the Sandhills population floaters have often
been observed to continue to move in their initial dispersal direction over time, whereas erratic movement

paths have rarely been observed. The distances traveled
by the various types of dispersing birds were estimated
from data and ranged from 2.3kin each season to
5.1 km each season (see Appendix).
As dispersers moved, they competed each time-step (4
per year) for any territorial vacancies within their search
area, a circle with a radius of 3 km (Fig. 2). We chose
this value because it corresponds to the maximum distance over which helpers were observed to disperse regularly. The center of the search area was the bird's
seasonal location. Helpers and solitary males also competed for any vacancies within a search area with the
same radius, but centered on their current territory. For
each male vacancy that arose, the individuals that competed for that vacancy are all the helpers, floaters, and
solitary males whose distance from the vacant territory
was within the search range radius. Male territory competition was based on two rules: closest male wins and if
there is a tie, the older bird wins. Helpers always won
over floaters on their natal territory. Losers could then
compete for additional vacancies within their search
areas until all vacancies available at that time-step were
filled. Competition for female vacancies was among all
floaters whose distance from the vacant territory was
within their search range radius, and the oldest female
won. Widowed breeders were also part of the female
competition, starting with the first breeding season after
the death of her mate. Females were not allowed to fill a
vacancy that contained their father or son. This last rule
reflected the mechanisms of incest avoidance observed
in the Sandhills population (Waiters et al., 1988). In the
runs described here, no immigration was allowed.
However, provisions for immigration are incorporated
into the model.

2.3.5. Mortality
Birds died and were removed from the simulation if a
deviate from a random uniform distribution (0:1) was
less than the probability of mortality (see Fig. 1). Mortalities were calculated seasonally using adjusted annual
probabilities (Seasonal Mortality= 1-(1-Annual Mortality)025). Seasonal model processing order was as follows: reproduction (first season only), mortality,
movement, territory competition, remove territories
unused for five years.
2.3.6. Model output
The primary model results reported here are the percentage of territories surviving, numbers of birds over
time and population growth (X);

(Nq',
2 = \N00]

(4)

where No and Nt equated initial and final population
sizes and t was time (years). The percentage of territories
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surviving depicts change in the number of active territories, which is the metric typically used for monitoring
population trend in this species. Like the percentage of
territories surviving, population growth reflects the
number of breeding groups, but it also reflects group
size, another indicator of the health of the population.
Initial runs indicated that lambda is a reasonable
measure of population dynamics for this model as
changes in numbers of birds tended to stabilize after
20 yr. Because the model tracks individuals, it was also
possible to explore details of population growth such as
realized fecundity, population structure (age, status),
and stage-specific mortality rates. When the population
died out completely, lambda was calculated based on
the last non-zero population.
2.4. Model runs

In this paper we describe results from three sets of
runs designed to explore model behavior and how the
spatial distribution and number of territories affect
population dynamics. The duration of all runs was
100 yr. First, to determine which parts of the model had
the largest effects on population behavior we ran an
individual parameter perturbation sensitivity analysis
with the model under both the nominal and extreme
conditions. In these analyses we varied each of 19 model
parameters (indicated in Appendix) by ± 10% independently in separate runs, and ran 20 simulation replicates of each condition. The sensitivity of the model to
changes in each parameter was calculated as ~
where
y+ and y_ are the output values 0-) with parameters
adjusted ± 10%, respectively, and Y0 is the mean output
value using unadjusted parameters. Mean output values
for both nominal and extreme conditions were determined by averaging results of 20 baseline runs each.
Sensitivities greater than one or less than negative one
indicate that changes in the parameter had greater than
proportional effect on the outcome of the model.
Second, we examined effects of initial conditions.
Small differences in initial composition of the population and the landscape may be particularly important
for small populations of endangered species such as
those of the red-cockaded woodpecker. Because the
model may be sensitive to differences in the initial composition of groups, we varied the starting composition
(number of helpers, solitary males and breeders) on
both the nominal and extreme landscapes. In the Sandhills population there were good years and bad years for
population growth. We ran the model with stage compositions for a 'good' year (1988) and for a 'bad' year
(1990). In each case, the initial number of territorial
males was equal to the number of territories (100%
male occupancy). The percentage of solitary males, the
percentage of territories with helpers, and the age distribution for each type of bird (adult male, adult female,

helper male) were determined from empirical data
(Waiters et al., unpublished). We compared results to
those using the nominal initial conditions (see earlier)
and a half-populated condition, in which the initial
number of territorial males and females was half the
number of territories and the initial number of helpers
was one quarter the number of territories. We ran 20
simulated replications of each combination of initial
conditions and landscapes.
Third, we evaluated the effects of territory number
and spatial distribution on population dynamics by
running the model at all combinations of seven territory
numbers, ranging from 25 to 750, and the four levels of
clumping described earlier (Fig. 3). Density changed
with territory number because the area on which the
territories were distributed was constant in size. For
clumping levels of k25%, k50%, and kmax, three different hypothetical landscapes were generated for each
number of territories to test the variability among landscapes with the same characteristics. Only one landscape
was generated for the kmin case, as territory placement
was deterministic. For each landscape generated, we ran
20 simulations.

3. Results
3.1. Proportional sensitivity analysis

For the nominal case of 169 territories at 25% of
minimal clumping, the performance of the model was
robust to changes in parameter values. Proportional
sensitivities of lambda were all less than 0.2 (Fig. 4). In
the nominal case, the model was most sensitive to
changes in mortality, especially female mortality, and to
the number of fledglings produced per attempt. Higher
mortality rates led to poorer population performance
(negative sensitivities) and increases in the number of
fledglings produced resulted in better population growth
performance. Sensitivities for the extreme environment,
consisting of 25 territories at minimum clumping, were
typically larger than those in the nominal environment
(Fig. 4). Female mortality, search and dispersal rates
had the largest sensitivities in the extreme case.
3.2. Effects of initial conditions

Initial stage distribution had no effect on mean
population growth rates with either 169 or 25 territories
(Table 1). With 25 territories, mean population growth
rates were about 20% lower than with 169 territories
(Table 1). These results suggest that population growth
rate may depend more on the number and spatial distribution of territories than on initial stage distributions.
Reducing initial territory occupancy by one-half
decreased population growth rates by about 3%, but
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the standard deviation in population growth rate was
more than an order of magnitude greater, with one-half
initial occupancy (Table 1). Thus the potential for
demographic stochasticity to influence population
growth rate is greater at lower initial population densities than at higher initial densities.

3.3. Effects of territory number and spatial distribution
Population dynamics proved to be highly sensitive to
the number and spatial distribution of territories. With
100 territories, or less, populations declined except at
maximal territory clumping (Fig. 5). With more than
169 territories, all populations were maintained near

clumping) and

maximal levels (Fig. 5). Except with 25 territories,
population trajectories were determined and persistent
after about 25 yr.
To achieve a per capita population growth rate of one
or greater over 100 yr, and thus a self-sustaining population, required five-fold more territories when territories
were randomly spaced than when they were maximally
aggregated (Fig. 6). The population with only 49 territories was self-sustaining at maximum clumping and the
mean population growth rate with 25 territories was
close to 1 (0.99). Populations with 250 or more territories
were self-sustaining at all levels o f clumping, and the
population with 169 territories was nearly so. For populations with 25, 49 and 100 territories, lambda increased
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Table 1
Mean and standard deviation (std) of population growth rate (lambda,
n=20) as a function of territory number, territory distribution
(clumped k=25% maximum, dispersed k=maximum) and initial
stage distribution (good = actual 1988 distribution, bad = 1990, nom = nominal (see Appendix), and half= nominalx0.5)
Number of
territories
169
169
25
25
169
169

Territory
distribution

Initial
condition

Mean

std

Clumped
Clumped
Dispersed
Dispersed
Clumped
Clumped

Good
Bad
Good
Bad
Nora
Half

0.9983
0.9978
0.8140
0.8253
0.9975
0.9696

0.0013
0.0015
0.0458
0.0392
0.0015
0.0304

clumping with more than 25 territories. At maximum
clumping, all territories remained occupied with population sizes greater than 49. Thus a population of 49
territories at maximum clumping was more stable than
populations of 169 or even 250 at minimum clumping.
In some scenarios (e.g. 250 territories at minimum
clumping), population size was maintained despite loss
of some territories because mean group size increased.
Variation among runs was high at low territory
number (100 or less) but was otherwise low (Fig. 6).
Thus under those conditions where populations were
self-sustaining, they were consistently so. Variation
resulted from both differences among the three landscapes within a level of clumping (Fig. 6) and differences
among runs within landscapes (demographic stochasticity, Fig. 5).

with both territory number and level of clumping, but
exceeded one only at maximum clumping (Fig. 6).
Results were similar using the percentage of territories remaining occupied after 100 yr as the measure of
persistence. This is perhaps the best measure of population size and persistence for this species (Waiters,
1991). All territories remained occupied at all levels of
clumping for populations of size 500 and 750 (Fig. 6).
Eighty percent or more of the territories remained
occupied at all levels of clumping for populations of size
250. The proportion of territories remaining occupied
was quite sensitive to both territory number and degree
of clumping for populations of 25, 49, 100 and 169 territories (Fig. 6). At these population sizes, the proportion
of territories remaining occupied was sufficiently low to
suggest declining populations except at maximum

-

~.o

q

', I )

4. Discussion

Perhaps our most striking result is the extreme effect
of territory clumping on population dynamics when the
number of territories is intermediate, that is, 100 or
fewer. Populations of 250 or more were highly persistent, regardless of level of clumping, whereas populations of 50 or fewer declined. This is not surprising,
since our analyses incorporate demographic stochasticity, which typically affects population stability only at
small population sizes (< 50 individuals; Merle and
Carroll, 1994) but not those of environmental stochasticity, which can have large effects on much larger
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populations. That more than half the territories were
lost over 100 yr as a result of demographic stochasticity
alone in populations of 169 if spatial distribution was
unfavorable is surprising, however, as is the stability of
populations of 50 at maximum clumping. Hence dispersion of territories allows demographic stochasticity
to have a major effect at a much larger population size
than usual, whereas clumping inhibits an effect on a
population size where it is usually manifested. The presence of helpers, whose dispersal is highly constrained
spatially, appears to make the population dynamics of
this species highly sensitive to population spatial
structure. The results presented here should not be
considered a population viability analysis, since environmental stochasticity is not considered. It is clear from
our results, however, that it is essential that a spatiallyexplicit model be used in any formal viability analysis
for this species.
We do not allow for the formation of new territories
in our analyses. New territories are formed at extremely
low rates in this species by two processes: budding, in
which one territory is split into two; and pioneering, in
which previously unoccupied habitat is colonized and a
new territory created (Hooper, 1983). Population

expansion occurs by these processes at the level of about
1-2% per year (Waiters, 1991). This is probably sufficient to stabilize some declining populations, particularly since new territories formed by budding are
adjacent to other territories. However, it is not sufficient
to stabilize small populations of 25 or 50 except at
maximum clumping (Fig. 6).
Population size and density were linked in our analyses. It would be interesting to examine their effects,
and their interaction with spatial distribution of territories independently. This will be essential in some
applications of the model, for example, viability analysis, in which density is typically held constant as population size changes. Note, however, that even territories
of minimum size are sufficiently large to prevent reductions in survival or fecundity with increasing density.
The densities used here correspond to those observed in
nature: 49 territories and 100 territories match the
existing densities of the Croatan National Forest and
Camp LeJeune Marine Base populations studied by
Waiters in North Carolina, USA, respectively, and 169
territories matches the current density of the Sandhills
population. In these populations open space between
territories consists of unsuitable habitat types or suitable habitat lacking cavities (Waiters, 1991). The 500
territory and 750 territory cases match minimum and
standard recommended densities, respectively, in current management guidelines (USFWS, 1985; USDA,
1995).
The numbers and spatial organization of territories
had a larger effect on population growth rates than did
the initial stage distribution of birds. This suggests that
areas with sufficient territories (especially if the territories are clumped) can recover from occasional reductions in the population. Viability analysis will test this
hypothesis. These results also suggest that differences
between 'good' and 'bad' years were not caused by
variability in initial stage distributions, and that in general our results for effects of territory number and dispersion are robust to changes in initial conditions.
4.1. Model assumptions

Population models that include spatial dynamics
range from spatially-implicit models where the environment is defined by at least two states but locations are
not specified to spatially-explicit models in which locations of n habitat types have specific coordinates and
sizes. Demographic complexity also ranges widely in
population models from simple aggregated models
where all individuals are identical, to more complex
descriptions in which individuals are distinguished by
several variables (e.g. sex, age, size, and/or location).
Our model lies at the complex end of both the environmental and demographic axes. Birds occupy single
territories or an exact location outside territories, and
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each individual is defined by sex, age, and stage. Territories are not fixed on a grid, but can occupy any location and can be any shape. Further, many of the
transitions of individual birds depend on the state and
location of other birds in the model (e.g. birds compete
for territory openings with nearby birds). This high level
of complexity results in a realistic model with few simplifying assumptions.
We do make several assumptions, however; most
importantly that there is (1) no genetic structure in the
population, (2) no variation in habitat quality, (3) no
environmental stochasticity, and (4) no immigration.
Genetic structure, which presumably would have
important effects only in small populations, could be
added easily to future versions of the model. Individualbased models are ideally suited to genetic analyses as the
basic unit is the individual and all matings and births
can be tracked. This kind of analysis is uncommon,
however. Haig et al. (1993) performed a genetic analysis
of a small red-cockaded woodpecker population in
South Carolina. Using a simple age-independent model
without helpers, dispersal, or spatial dynamics, they
found that extinction was likely in 42 yr and that even
low levels of inbreeding depression increased chances of
extinction. It would be interesting to add a genetic
component to our more realistic model, especially to
further assess the viability of small populations with
clumped territories.
Although our model did include the location of territories, we did not assign habitat quality to the landscape. Habitat quality could affect a population by
influencing survival and fecundity, and could vary
within a population or across years. We suspect that
variability within a population, unless extreme, would
have a marginal effect on our results, but that annual
variability could have a major effect. The latter should
be included as an element of environmental stochasticity
in a viability analysis.
Our results apply to closed populations, because we
did not allow immigration. Immigration might increase
population growth rates and stability of small populations, but we do not know how the spatial distribution
of territories would influence the impact of immigration.
It would be interesting to determine the levels of immigration required to stabilize populations of different
sizes and degree of territorial clumping.
Model complexity results in realism only if the many
parameters can all be estimated accurately. Estimates
based on no or insufficient data (e.g. random dispersal
direction) represent additional assumptions. Fecundity
parameters can, and should, be simplified for most
model applications (see earlier). However, we argue that
the remaining complexity is a necessary evil required to
capture critical elements of behavior, notably the spatially restricted dispersal of helpers. The next step is to
test whether some details of the model can be discarded
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without loss of accuracy (Murdoch, 1993). This should
be included in the process of model validation (see later).
4.2. Comparisons with other models
Heppell et al. (1994) presented a stage structured
matrix population model of a red-cockaded woodpecker
population. Their model depicted a simplified version of
red-cockaded woodpecker population dynamics,
including males only and no spatial constraints, and was
designed to evaluate management alternatives. Heppell
et al. (1994) recommend management policy that maintains existing habitat and increases the number of nesting cavities. Based on our spatially-explicit model, we
stress the importance of both the number and the spatial distribution of territories. Even small populations
(,-~25 territories) appear to be able to persist if territories
are highly clumped in space. The technology to create
new territories at desired locations exists (Copeyon et
al., 1991), so managing for optimum territory clumping
is a real possibility. Indeed, one potential use of the
model is to evaluate alternative locations of potential
new territories.
Spatially-explicit models were developed for another
endangered bird species, the spotted owl (McKelvey et
al., 1993). Conflicts between the timber industry and the
conservation plan for the owl require establishing how
the spatial distribution of suitable owl habitat influences
population dynamics (Lamberson et al., 1994). In the
models, regions of suitable habitat are embedded in a
grid of unsuitable habitat. Suitable habitat (territories)
can be placed in a variety of spatial configurations ranging from dispersed to clumped. This corresponds to
variation in spatial distribution within a given density
(i.e. population size) in our analysis, which we examined
at seven different densities in a common area. Much as
in our model, these authors found that dispersed territories result in lower population growth rates than do
clumped territories. More efficient searching of dispersers in clumped territories led to higher population
growth rates. Spatial distribution of territories appears
to have a larger effect in woodpeckers than owls, and
this may be related to the unusual dispersal behavior
of helpers that enhances breeder replacement among
clumped territories, and reduces it among isolated
territories.
Both the owl models and our model indicate the critical importance of dispersal behavior to population
dynamics in realistic landscapes. Differences in results
largely reflect differences in dispersal behavior. Population dynamics of the owl are more sensitive to searching
pattern of dispersers because breeder replacement
depends entirely on juvenile dispersal, whereas small
populations of the woodpecker are more sensitive to
spatial dispersion and potentially more persistent
because of the unusual dispersal behavior of helpers.
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A spatially-explicit simulation model of Bachman's
sparrow Airnophila aestivalis (Pulliam et al., 1992) was
designed to explore the effects on population persistence
of temporal variation in habitat quality resulting from
timber management practices. The landscape was composed of hexagonal grids of variable-aged timber stands
across which adults and juveniles dispersed. Reproductive rate depended on stand age and birds dispersed to
nearby available cells. The primary difference between
the sparrow model and ours, besides the lack of habitat
quality in ours, lies in the definition of territories. We
located territories explicitly in continuous space while
suitable sparrow territories were fixed to the grid and
depended on stand age. As a result of the structure of
their model, Pulliam et al. (1992) could not evaluate the
effects of variability in number and distribution of territories on population persistence, but they did compare
the effects of variability in demographic and dispersal
factors. Variability in demographic characteristics had a
larger effect on population persistence than did variability in dispersal ability. However, effect of dispersal
may have been underestimated, because birds could
only move to adjacent grids and some available habitat
remained unused. Dispersal over a continuous habitat
may provide a better representation of dispersal
dynamics than dispersal over a grid.

5. Conclusion
Population models are particularly important for
endangered species like the red-cockaded woodpecker,
where management policy must be established without
the benefit of manipulative experiments. Our approach,
although more demanding of data than others, incorporates movement patterns that others cannot, and our
initial results indicate these spatially-explicit components to be critical to population behavior. Therefore,
this approach may be the best one for projecting population behavior, such as in viability analysis or projecting the future structure of real populations. First it will
be important to validate the model. Fortunately, there
are several populations for which both the spatial distribution and status of territories over a period of years
are known. The model could be tested using these data
sources. The wide availability of such data, which are
collected on virtually every federal property on which
the red-cockaded woodpecker occurs, greatly increases
the potential value of the model.
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Appendix

Model parameters
P a r a m e t e r s were e s t i m a t e d f r o m e m p i r i c a l d a t a in
W a i t e r s et al. (1988) a n d W a i t e r s (1990). Specific t r a n sition p r o b a b i l i t i e s are in Fig. 1. P a r a m e t e r s with a n
asterisk were included in the sensitivity analysis.

Mortality
M a l e fledgling a n n u a l m o r t a l i t y *
M a l e floater a n n u a l m o r t a l i t y *
M a l e helper a n n u a l m o r t a l i t y *
M a l e solitary a n n u a l m o r t a l i t y *
Male breeder annual mortality*
F e m a l e fledgling a n n u a l m o r t a l i t y *
F e m a l e floater a n n u a l m o r t a l i t y *
Female breeder annual mortality*

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.50
0.38
0.20
0.34
0.23
0.58
0.38
0.29

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.19
5.1 k m yr -1
2.3 k m y r -1
4.8 k m y r - 1
4 . 8 k m y r -1
3 km
3 km
3 km
33%
33%
33%
0%
100%
random

=
=
=
=

2.3404
-2.4295
-1.1527
-1.1012

Dispersal
P r o p . o f m a l e fledglings dispersing*
M a l e fledgling d i s p e r s e r speed*
M a l e floater disperser speed*
F e m a l e fledgling d i s p e r s e r speed*
F e m a l e floater d i s p e r s e r speed*
M a l e dispersing search range*
R e p l a c e b r e e d e r search range*
F e m a l e dispersing search range*
C h a n c e leaving in season 2
C h a n c e leaving in season 3
C h a n c e leaving in season 4
C h a n c e o f s o l i t a r y m a l e leaving
M a l e takes e m p t y w h e n n o v a c a n c y
D i s p e r s a l direction

Fecundity
Nest
Nest
Nest
Nest

failure
failure
failure
failure

model
model
model
model

intercept (b0))*
m a l e ' s effect ( b 0
female's effect (b2)
h e l p e r effect (b3)
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Mean fledgling model intercept (b4)*
Mean fledglings male effect (bs)
Mean fledglings female effect ( b 6 )
Mean fledglings helper effect ( b T )
Female nesting attempt
parameter (a)*
Renesting Probability

= 2.06570
1.18634
1.03431
-- 0.28401
= 1.14569
= 0.319

Landscape
Scale
Size
M a x i m u m territory radius
Minimum territory radius

= 20 pixels per
km
= 32x24km
= 0.5km
= 0.3km

Miscellaneous
Initial conditions
% male occupancy
% solitary males
% territories with helpers
% breeding pair occupancy
Age distribution

=

=
-=
=

100%
10%
50%
90%
1990 data

M a x i m u m bird age
Disuse time before territory removal
Emigration test forward angle
Emigration test forward distance
Radial search resolution
Angular bird search resolution

=
=
=
=
=
=

15
5yr
180 °
100km
10 per 3 km
21 per 360 °

